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Circulation is a count of how many copies of a particular publication are distributed. Circulation audits are provided by
the Audit Bureau of Circulations ( ABC).

Follow Jaclyn Peiser on Twitter: jackiepeiser. Reporting is all the more important in management as it has
higher stakes and holds bigger, cross-disciplinary decisions. Make your report visually pleasing through focus:
with the help of a BI software, you can build compelling dashboards in no time that will be your best ally
when communicating your findings. Levien said she sees room for international growth. Your final best
practice for management reporting is to ditch the paper-based reports and go digital. We want to accelerate our
digital growth further, so in , we will direct fresh investment into journalism, product and marketing. As of last
February, the family reported it owned about 9 percent of the equity in the company. Enhance communication:
among partners, investors, customers, and colleagues. Who are my most profitable clients? Stories follow a
beginning, middle, end pattern, and through the use of showing a data trend over time, you can achieve
something similar. They set a benchmark about said performance: thanks to that track record, you have a
regular benchmark about how you perform both operationally and financially. It develops a visibility of the
different activities across departments and improves communication within the company. Operating profit
decreased by  What KPIs should you be putting in? Thompson said the company had plans to test a price
increase for digital subscribers in the early part of the year. The drop was due partly to the extra week in the
fourth quarter of  How do you define success? McClatchy offered buyouts to 10 percent of its staff, about
employees. That slowdown was partly the result of an extra week in the fourth quarter of and partly the result
of marketing efforts such as introductory discounts for online access. They collect data from various
departments of the company tracking key performance indicators KPIs and present them in an understandable
way. Last month BuzzFeed laid off 15 percent of its work force, roughly employees; Verizon Media Group
announced a 7 percent cut in its media divisions, which equals about positions; and a 10 percent cut is
underway at Vice Media. You can compare it to your competitors to focus or realign your strategy. Trying to
make financial reports useful This mismatch led some companies trying to make their financial reports into
decision-making tools by including additional information in them. Polish your data storytelling skills.


